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1.4.2 Cand i date Alignment No. 1 

1 .4.2. 1 Determination of No Effect 

Historical maps were reviewed to learn whether construction related 

to the stations or traffic transitions would affect areas containing 

structural remains of potentially significant buildings or deposits 

of cultural remains. For the following properties, the research 

concluded either that there had been no historical structures within 

the areas to be affected, or that any remains would have been 

removed or destroyed by subsequent developments: 

Vermont/Santa Monica 

Vermont/Sunset (Alt.) 

Hollywood/Bronson Transition 

Hoi I ywood Bow I 

Vermon t / Bever I y 

Vermont/Sunset (N-S) 

Hollywood/Western 

Hoi I ywood/Vi ne 

1.4.2.3 Determination of Possible Adverse Effect 

Review of historical documents resulted in the identification of two 

properties with the potential to contain significant cultural resources 

which, if they should be found to retain their integrity, may be 

eligible for inclusion in the National Register. 

Vermont/3rd Transition 

Sanborn maps indicate that the Bimini Inn, a 2-s tory wood frame 

hotel, had been established on the east side of Vermont Avenue, 

just north of Third, prior to 1907. This was associated with the 

Bimini Hot Springs Bathhouse complex, which was east of Bimini 

Avenue and outside of the impact area. By 1921, ·the Inn was con

verted to the Chumnock School of Express ion and Academy, although 
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the Bat hhouse and its facil i ties cont i nued i n operat ion . A one-

story, wood frame commercial structure occupied the lot on the south

east corner of Vermont and First ; all other lots were st i ll vacant. 

By 1953, the Bimini Lodge Hotel occupied the same location, and 

most likely the same building, as the Bimini lnn/ Chumnock School. 

New buildings were present: 10 one- or two-story brick commercia I 

structures in the first 350 feet south from First Street, and several 

one-story brick commercial structures joined to form an "L" at the 

south end of the lot. The lots from Second to Third contained auto 

dealerships and vacant land. 

Between 1875, when there were no structures rn this area, and 1907, 

the Bimini Inn was built to accommodate visitors to the nearby 

Bimini Hot Springs. The building was used as a school 

ca 1921, and was restored to hotel use by 1953. brief I y, 

basis of current information, these activities occupied 

at least 

On the 

the same 

building. Structura I remains, trash deposits, or rei a ted cui tura I 

materials pertaining to the Inn 

contr i buting to the history of a 

or school may be significant in 

natural hot SJ!)rings which is still 

being exploited and to an early educational venture. 

Mitigation 

Additional research may contribute to the determination of eligibil

i ty. A field check is needed to ascertain whether any features 

of the Inn/ School are still present, and archival research would 

assist in assessing their integrity. Unless such research concludes 

that subsequent construction wou I d have ObI iterated a II remains, 

mitigating measures w iII be imp Iemen ted in accordance with the 

Treatmentr Plan, e.g. monitoring and data recovery, if significant 

resources are encountered • 
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Vermont/Santa Monica 

An area known then as "Two Springs" was located near the southeast 

corner of Santa Monica and Vermont in 1873, and immediately to 

the south, on the west side of Vermont, the house of M . Sullivan 

(Figure 1). While these locations appear to be outside of the di

rect stat i on impact area, it is not possible to correlate the loca

tions accurate! y with the present road a I i gnme("lt, and outbui I dings 

or facil i ties of an isolated homestead of this early date could occur 

for some distance away from the house. The spr i ngs and the Stage 

Road depicted on the same map suggest a node on an early trans

portation corridor. There is further potential for prehistoric re

mains originating from Indian use of the springs. Any intact re

sources have potential s i gnificance for the study of Indian sites 

in an area which was never survey ed pr i or to development, and 

for the historical archaeology of travel and settlement in an out

lying area remote at the time from · central Los Angeles . Only a few 

isolated wood frame houses existed on either side of Vermont as 

late ·a.s ··. ~ ·91~, and only a brick market and bakery , without base

ment, had been added by 1942. 

Mitigation 

It cannot be determined without additional research and field check

ing the modero structures, whether prehistor i c or nineteenth century 

resources may be intact. Unless it i s demonstrated that modern 

construct i on has eliminated any potential for such remains, m i tiga

tion will follow the Treatment Plan, providing monitoring and, if 

warranted, data recovery • 
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1.4.3 Cand i date AI i gnment No. 2 

1.4.3.1. Determination of No Effect 

Review of historical maps has concluded that there were no histor

ical structures on the for lowing properties, or that secondary de

velopment would have destroyed the potential for significant cult

ural remains: 

Vermont/ Sunset (Alt.) 

Hoi l ywood/ Bronson Transit ion 

Ho II y wood Bow I 

Vermon t / Bever I y 

Vermont/ Sunset (N-S) 

Ho II y wood/ Western 

Hoi I ywood/Vine 

1.4.3.3 Determination of Possible Adverse Effec~ 

See discussion under Candidate AI ignment No. 1, concerning poten

tiall y signi f icant cultural resou r ces at Vermont/ Santa Monica and 

Vermont/ 3rd Transition. The same program of mitigati on will appl y . 



• 1.4.4 Candidate AI ignment No. 3 

1.4.4.1 Determination of No Effect 

Review of histor i cal maps indicates that there are no s i gni f ican t 

remains of h i storical structures likely on the follow i ng properties: 

Ver!Tlont / Sunset (Alt.) 

Hoi I ywood/ Bronson Trans it ion 

Hollywood/ Highland (E-W) 

Vermont / Beverly 

Vermont/ Sunset (N-S) 

Hoi I ywood/ Western 

Hoi I ywood/Vine 

Ho i I ywood/ Hi ghl and (N-S) 

1.4.4.3 Determination of Possible Adverse Effect 

• See discuss i on under Candidate Alignment No. _1 , __ re the potential 

for sign i ficant archaeologica I resources at Vermont / Santa Monica 

and Vermont/3rd Transition. Same mit i gating measures wil l apply • 

• 
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1.4.5 Candidate AI ignment No . 4 

1.4.5.1 Determination of No Effect 

There will be no effect upon the following properties because review 

of historical maps failed to yield evidence that there were signifi

cant structures whose remains might have survived: 

Vermont/Sunset (AI t.) 

Sunset/Western 

Sunset/Vine 

Hollywood/Highland (E-W) 

Hollywood Bowl 

Vermon t/Bever I y 

Vermont/Sunset (N-S) 

Sunset/Edgemont 

Hollywood/Vine 

Hollywood/Highland (N-S) 

1.4.5.3 Determination of Possible Adverse Effect 

There is the potential for encountering significant archaeological 

resources at three of the properties. The historical backgrounds 

for Vermont/3rd Transition and Vermont/Santa Monica Station are 

described under Candidate Alignment 1. 

Sunset/Bronson Transition 

The Pass School (also called Cahuenga Pass School) is depicted 

on the 1896 Sanborn map on the south side of Sunset, between Gower 

and the future location of Bronson. The school was probably built 

in the 1880s and was apparently demolished by 1919 to accommodate 

construction of a C i ty of Los Angeles Engineering Department f..a.Cir

ity. Later uses of the south side of Sunset were largely small 

frame sheds, Engineering Dept • . storage lot, one-story frame dwell

ings and stores, and by 1942, brick studio facilities ; none of these 

uses would necessarily imply deep basements or destruction of sub

surface cui tural resources. 
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On the north side of Sunset, the 1896 Sanborn map (Figure 2) shows 

"8 Mile House" located at the northeast corner of Sunset a·nd Gower. 

This was a tavern, and a store was present on the northwest cor

ner. Both may date to the 1870s, representing perhaps the first 

developments in Hollywood. By 1919, only a single, small frame 

house had been bu i It between Bronson and Gordon ; from Gordon 

to Gower, the lots were mostly vacant, except for four dispersed 

frame dwellings on separate lots. By 1954, the segment from Bron

son to Gordon contained the Randall Motor Corp., a restaurant, 

and the KMPC broadcast Studios, none of which had basements. 

Between Gordon and Gower, there were multiple brick commercial 

structures and three frame dwellings. 

The preservation, or integrity, of cultural remains cannot be pre

dicted without field checking existing structures and addi tiona I 

research. Any remains of the Pass School, 8 Mile House, or associ a-

ted store are potentially significant for history and historical arch

eology • 

Mitigation 

The Treatment Plan provides for monitoring during construction 

in sensitive areas, and data recovery, if significant resources are 

encountered • 
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1.4.6 Candidate Alignment No. 5 

1.4.6. 1 Determination of No Effect 

Historical research indicates that there are no significant cultural 

resources within the following properties: 

Western/Santa Monica 

Sunset/Vine 

Hollywood Bowl 

Hollywood/Vine 

1 .4.6.3 Determination of Possible Adverse Effect 

At two properties, there were historical sites which may still con

tain significant resources. One; Sunset/Bronson Transition, has 

been described under Candidate AI ignment 4 • 

Western/Beverly 

The house of B. Luney had been bui It near the southeast corner 

of Bever I y and Western prior to the earliest map of the vicinity, 

a townshipplat drawn in 1873. Although the station entrance is 

currently planned for the northwest corner, the precise location 

of the historic structure cannot be absolutely certain with reference 

to modern streets, and outbuildings, trash deposits, or activity 

areas ·may occur anywhere in the vicinity. As late as 1921, the 

corner contained on I y three frame dwellings and a frame office 

building, .all without basements. The San Marcos Hotel, built by 

1953 and st iII standing, does have a basement but may not have 

destroyed all historica l deposits. 

The northwest corner of the intersection, where the station is plan

ned, contained on I y modest struct ures without basements as I ate 

as 1942. Without field checking current buildings, it is possible 

that any remains of the Luney occupation may be present and intact. 

If so, they would be significant to the history of early settlement • 
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Mi ti gat ion 

According to the Treatment Plan, mitigation will be provided by 

monitoring during construction and if significant cultural resources 

are found, by the recovery of data • 
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